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“We are reimaging how we
connect with retailers and
consumers and ensure we
are giving the sales team
the story of products. We
had consumers doing a

lot of visual sharing online
and connecting online

especially at the onset of
the pandemic. How do we
streamline visualization
and streamline leads?”

— Nina LoCicero, vice president
marketing and digital

commerce, Shaw

Lessons from the pandemic
Suppliers share insights & the impact on their business
FCW spoke to leading floor covering suppliers to hear what effect the now two-year long pandemic has had on their businesses and how it shapes their strategies
going forward. Here is what they had to say!

“Over the last two years we’ve been refocusing on logistics — how
do our customers stay in supply? How do they see our products and
get training? We value the customers’ time as much as our own. We

want to offer service and respect to our customers.”

— Steve Ehrlich, vice president sales and marketing, Novalis

“The pandemic has driven a really good customer
sampling program.”

— Christina Sewell, director brand marketing, Armstrong Flooring

“The most important lesson learned is the value of being able to
manufacture product close to where you sell it. What we’re able
to do with our manufacturing process is keep it local and close.
Not only are our raw materials close to the mills, the mills are

close to the customer. We’ve been able to isolate ourselves from
some of the pressures going on in the industry today, primarily
international freight. We’re a truck driver away — not an ocean

container that comes in maybe six weeks, maybe 10 weeks. That’s
driven a lot of value for us.”

— David Moore, senior product director of wood and laminate, Mohawk

“You need to be in control of your destiny. Having domestic
supply of hardwood, SPC and laminate, and having the access to
that capacity domestically gives us an advantage where we can

control our destiny and provide our customers with service that’s
predictable and reliable.”

— Brian Parker, vice president of product, AHF Products

“People value their space, their serenity, and are looking for long-
term solutions to not just the wear and tear, but also to the feel
of their homes. And they’re choosing natural products. In a lot of

buildings, new homes and even remodels, flooring has been the last
choice. Now, it’s the first choice when upgrading. People are staying

in their homes longer, they have more kids, they’re corralled and
quarantined and are looking for high durability. And all your hard
surfaces do deliver that, but wood is the only one that gives you

that feel of nature. It’s why everything looks like wood. ”

— Mark Casper, vice president of sales and marketing, Hallmark Floors

“We’re grateful
for having domestic

manufacturing, especially
laminate, as it has been
a huge benefit with the

container delays. On the
wood side, we’re grateful
that we have a diverse
supply chain. That has

been something we have
benefited a lot from — not

just sourcing from one
country or one region,

but really having a more
diverse supply chain.”

— John Hammel, senior director
of wood and laminate business,

Mannington Mills

“With all the logistical
challenges, cost

increases, what you learn
is being a global company

is very important. We
think [diversification] will
be more important in the

future. Customers get
the benefits [when you
diversify] … Everybody

wants to buy made in the
U.S. This is part of our

long-term vision and we
jumped in

in a major way.”

— Thomas Baert, president,
CFL North America

“We want to service
our customers with

stability. We can
overcome difficulties

and we possess
resources to be a very

stable company. Be
flexible and creative,

and focus on what your
goal is.”

— Jerry Guo, chief executive
officer, Lions Floor

“We didn’t sit idly by. We took it as an approach to sit back, look
at the market needs and innovate new products.”

— Deanna Summers, marketing specialist and account manager for MP Global

Continued on page 9

“What we’ve learned from the pandemic is that our manufacturing
focus to have just on time product really works. We have deep
inventory. Our competitors validated our strategy works [by
implementing similar strategies]. Less sometimes is more.”

— Ana Torrence, hard surface category manager, Engineered Floors
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INSPIRED BY DESIGN.

An approachable pattern with an
understated beauty, Pedigree offers a

new perspective on a familiar look. With
a refined 20-color line, this structured
pattern will blend well into any home

interior. Pedigree is a beloved member
of our Pet Solutions product assortment,
created from 100% EnVisionSD™ Solution

Dyed Nylon, which offers unparalleled
stain resistance, soil protection,

and performance.

m a s l a n d c a r p e t s . c o m

Pedigree , Vanity Fur

Lessons
Continued from page 7

“We learned the value
of great employees.

Employees can make or
break a company [during

crises]. They showed
dedication, pride in their

work and wanted to
deliver a quality product.

We are lucky to have
a whole company that
bleeds Bostik blue.”

— Eric Loferski, director of
marketing for North America,

Bostik

“We were at the mercy of what was thrust upon us. We learned to
be as honest as possible with customers, be clear with them and

be upfront. Do the right thing even if the answer wasn’t what they
wanted to hear. People would rather get honest news.”

— John Lio, director of marketing, DriTac/Sika

“Managing supply chain challenges has been the biggest challenge
along with cost fluctuations. There have been numerous price
increases, not just from us. I’m hoping ocean freight gets to a
better level. We are looking at India and domestic production.

Importing hardwood has been a challenge as well.”

— Jamann Stepp, vice president hard surfaces, The Dixie Group

“We did seminars as
much for employees as
for us during that time.

It helped people mentally
to be involved. To have
to grind to a halt is a
mental challenge.”

— Doug Young, executive vice
president, Schönox

“The way people live is
constantly changing, and

we have to constantly
examine this. I’ve learned
to question everything.

That’s how we keep
ourselves relevant.”

— John Crews, director of
creative product design, Shaw

“We can effectively
work remotely. We

did everything from
virtual presentations to
launches. We learned to
work and be flexible. The
things that needed to be
done got done. It was a

big ‘a-ha’ moment.”

— Mara Villanueva-Heras,
vice president of marketing,

Emser Tile

“Be flexible with your
employees. Be on your

toes with the supply chain.
We can’t take anything for
granted. These challenges

have made us better.”

— Casey Johnson, chief
executive officer and co-

founder, Happy Feet

“Communication with
customers has never been
more important. You have

to communicate everything
and be a great partner.”

— Jonathan Cohen, president,
Stanton Carpet




